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During the past century ever more sophisticated methods have been developed for constructing and programming
computing and manufacturing machines. However, these methods are essentially forward processes that depend on
intelligent human designers and programmers. Biological systems use an entirely different concept of construction than
that of human artifacts. They construct themselves by a process that is a systematic spatio-temporal generation of, and
interaction between, various specialized cell types. Understanding this radically different approach that uses algorithmic
self-programming and -construction could have enormous consequences for future computing and manufacturing
technologies.
We (http://www.seco-project.eu/) are exploring these principles of self-construction in the context of the devel-
opment of the neocortex, where the construction of elaborate information processing circuits depends strongly on
a relatively small amount of information encoded in the genome of neuronal stem cells. Our approach combines
experimental observation of cortical development together with detailed simulation of the physical process itself.
Because self-construction implies interactions between low level elements in a physical world, our first step has been
to design a simulation framework for realistic representation of neurons in 3D space. To this end we have developed
a JAVA-based framework, CX3D, for simulating neural development [1]. This software can be downloaded from
http://www.ini.uzh.ch/projects/cx3d/.
Supplementary material related to this article found, in the online version, at doi:10.1016/j.procs.2011.12.008.
CX3D provides a physical space governed by a physics engine that computes the forces between objects, and
the diffusion of substances through the space. The neurons of CX3D are composed of discrete physical components
such as spheres (somata) and chains of cylinders (neurites), each located at a particular point in 3D space. All these
components interact locally with one another, simulating the physical and biological processes occurring in the tissue.
By analogy with biology, the developmental process within each cell of CX3D is dependent on an XML genome-like
code that encodes implicitly the various instructions of the cell lineages that will lead to the formation of the overall
neocortex. We have demonstrated how such a code can be constructed, and then incorporated into a single cortical
stem cell that then expands by mitosis, differentiation, and morphological specialization into the multilayer connected
neural network of neocortex. Thus far, the final cortical structures are composed of about 0.25M cells, appropriately
laminated, and with patterns of intra- and inter-laminar connectivity that are similar to those observed experimentally
[2]. The outgrowing axons are able to form synapses dynamically with the dendrites of target neurons, which may
express a suitable selective label. On-going research is exploring the interaction between the morphological growth,
synapse allocation, and electrophysiology of neurons during cortical development.
doi:10.1016/j.procs.2011.12.008
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